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Abstract
We study the effects of twisting on low frequency shear (SM) and layer breathing (LBM) modes
in bilayer MoS2 using fully atomistic classical simulations. We show that these low frequency
modes are extremely sensitive to twist and can be used to infer the twist angle. We find unique
optical “ultra-soft” SMs (frequency < 1 cm−1) for any non-zero twist, corresponding to an effective
translation of the moire´ superlattice by relative displacement of the constituent layers in a non-
trivial way. Additionally, for small twists (θ . 3◦, & 57◦) new high-frequency SMs appear identical
to those in stable bilayer MoS2 (θ = 0
◦/60◦) due to the overwhelming growth of stable stacking
regions in relaxed twisted structures. Our study reveals the possibility of an intriguing, θ dependent
superlubric to pinning behavior and of the existence of ultra-soft modes in all two-dimensional (2D)
materials, which can be used to controllably tune physical properties.
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Twisting one layer of a bilayer system with respect to another provides a unique degree of
freedom for tuning the properties of 2D materials (“flatland”). For example, in case of bilayer
graphene, twisting leads to (a) structural changes, such as the observation of topological
point defects, domain walls and layer buckling [1–6], (b) significant change in electronic
properties including superconductivity at “magic” twist angles [7–11], and (c) superlubricity,
a state of ultra-low friction [12–14]. An important facet of twisting is the evolution of
low frequency vibrational modes, which has largely remained unexplored. Since the low
frequency modes are solely determined by interlayer coupling and are accessible in Raman
measurements, they provide a direct, non-destructive probe of the interlayer interaction
[15–18]. The existing theoretical reports on the evolution of vibrational modes in twisted
structures are restricted to large twist angle and use the Lennard-Jones potential [19, 20] to
describe the interlayer interaction, which is insufficient for capturing the stacking dependent
energetics [21, 22]. Although existing experimental studies have explored small twist angles,
they can only probe Raman active modes with frequencies > 10 cm−1 [17, 18, 23].
In this work, we computationally investigate the effects of twisting on low frequency shear
(SM) and layer breathing (LBM) modes in bilayer MoS2, a prototypical transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMD). Relative in-plane and out-of-plane displacements of the constituent
layers give rise to SM and LBM, respectively. The coexistence of several stackings in the
moire´ superlattice (MSL) that results from the twist leads to inhomogeneous interlayer
coupling. As a consequence, the low frequency modes mix and become quite sensitive
to twists. Our calculations show the existence of ultra-soft modes, large variation in LBM
frequencies, appearance of multiple LBMs and high frequency shear modes in twisted bilayer
MoS2 (tBLMoS2). These provide a direct probe of interlayer coupling. Furthermore, these
effects, which are connected with the domain walls and point defects that are inevitable
consequences of the relaxation of tBLMoS2, are likely to influence their electronic properties
[24–26].
We use the Twister code [24] to create the MSLs of bilayer MoS2 with several different
commensurate twist angles 1◦ < θ < 59◦. The rigidly twisted structures are relaxed using
the FIRE[27] algorithm with target pressure, P = 0 bar at T = 0 K using LAMMPS[28].
We use the Stillinger-Weber and Kolmogorov-Crespi potentials to capture the intralayer[29]
and interlayer interactions of tBLMoS2[21, 22]. We use PHONOPY [30] to compute the
zero temperature vibrational spectra of the relaxed tBLMoS2 . Independently, we also
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FIG. 1: Evolution of the ILS landscape and its average (in A˚) with twist angle in
tBLMoS2. The in-plane (x, y) distances are in nm in (a) and (b)
compute the low frequency modes from the power spectra of mode projected velocity auto-
correlation function (mVACF)[31, 32] from a classical molecular dynamics simulations with
periodic boundary conditions in the canonical ensemble using the Nose´-Hoover thermostat
in LAMMPS (see Supporting Information (SI) [33], secs.C,D for more details).
A tBLMoS2 is composed of different high-symmetry stacking regions, which are different
as θ → 0◦ and θ → 60◦ due to sub-lattice symmtery breaking (SI [33], sec.A). For θ → 0◦ ,
there are two unique high-symmetry stacking regions [24], AA (Mo, S of top layer are
directly above Mo, S of bottom layer, respectively) and BMo/S (Bernal (B) stacking with
Mo of top layer directly above S of bottom layer, equivalent to BS/Mo). For θ → 60◦ , there
are three unique high-symmetry stacking regions [24], AB (Mo, S of top layer are directly
above S, Mo of bottom layer, respectively), BMo/Mo and BS/S. Among these high-symmetry
stackings BMo/S (AB) is the most stable with SM frequency ∼ 21 cm−1, whereas AA (BS/S)
is unstable with strong imaginary SM frequency. Due to the difference in binding energies
of different stackings (consequently, stability and interlayer separation (ILS), SI [33], sec.B),
upon relaxing the MSL the more stable stacking regions increase in area. The signatures
of the growth of the stable stacking regions with θ are inherently embedded in the ILS
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FIG. 2: Inhomogeneity in the interlayer coupling in MSL and the evolution of low
frequency modes. (a),(b): Aij (see text for definition), for untwisted and twisted
(θ = 58.5◦) bilayers of the same dimensions, respectively for mode indices with
ω < 30 cm−1. (c): SM (green) (LBM (black)) frequencies at T = 0 K marked as vertical
lines with height proportional to pSM(pLBM). Also shown, mVACF (with highest peak
normalized to 1) at T = 300 K. (d),(e): SM and LBM frequencies at T = 0 K with the
colorbar indicating pSM, pLBM for θ → 0◦ (θ → 60◦).
landscape.
In Fig.1 we show the θ dependence of the ILS landscape and ILSav (SI [33] sec.C, for
MoSe2,WS2,WSe2). We can identify the high-symmetry regions in the ILS landscape for
θ → 0◦ (Fig. 1a) : alternate triangles with the least ILS (BMo/S and BS/Mo, deep blue), and
red circles with the maximum ILS (AA). Both BMo/S and BS/Mo regions grow equally as
θ → 0 since they are degenerate. Six domain walls (light blue lines) meet at the “centers”,
where AA stacking (topological point defect) regions are located, similar to what happens
in twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) [1, 2, 5, 6]. The ILS landscape for θ → 60◦, on the other
hand, (Fig.1b) is very different due to sub-lattice symmetry breaking. AB regions (Reuleaux
triangle like) grow overwhelmingly due to their relatively higher binding energy. Six curved
domain walls meet at the “centers”, where BS/S (red circles, maximum ILS) stacking regions
are located. Generalized stacking fault energy in conjunction with continuum theory is
also shown to predict similar in-plane features [34] for tBLMoS2. It is interesting to note
that both the length and the shape of domain walls can be tuned with twists as θ → 60◦.
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FIG. 3: A visualization of the eigenvectors at the Γ point corresponding to ultra-soft SMs
for θ = 1.9◦ ((a), (b)), θ = 5◦ ((e), (f)), θ = 23.48◦ ((g),(h)), along with the high frequency
SMs at θ = 1.9◦ ((c), (d)). The arrows (grey colorbar) denote in-plane displacements (only
for Mo atoms of the top layer, for clarity), whereas out-of-plane displacements are
represented as a continuous field (colored). The in-plane displacements of the Mo atoms of
bottom layer are exactly opposite to that of the top layer.
Figure 1c, 1d capture θ dependence of ILSav, ILSmin and ILSmax of the MSL. For large twists
(13◦ < θ < 47◦), the absence of any extended ideal high-symmetry stacking regions leads
to θ-independent behavior of ILSav, ILSmin, and ILSmax. ILSmin and ILSmax saturate for
θ < 3◦ and θ > 57◦. Remarkably, ILSav doesn’t saturate in this limit due to the presence of
AA/BS/S and domain walls.
As a whole, twisting affects the phonon band structure in two ways. First, the shrinking
of the Brillouin zone gives rise to folded phonon modes. Second, as there are multiple stack-
ings in the MSL, the interlayer coupling is inhomogeneous, which leads to mode mixing.
Relaxation of the rigidly twisted structures further changes this mode mixing and stabilizes
the structure (SM frequency of unrelaxed tBLMoS2 is strongly imaginary, implying instabil-
ity). In order to illustrate this mode mixing, we compute Aij = |〈ψiBL|ψjNI〉|2, projections
of bilayer eigenmodes (|ψiBL〉) onto individual layer modes (|ψjNI〉) at Γ for both untwisted
and twisted structures (Fig.2a, 2b). It is clear from the figure that inhomogeneity leads to
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mode mixing. This observation is crucial, as it invalidates the usage of a simple linear chain
model to compute SM and LBM frequencies[17, 20].
Next, we focus on the effects of twisting on the SM and LBM frequencies with (at T = 300
K) and without thermal fluctuations (T = 0 K). While computing the mVACF we use the SM
and LBM eigenvectors of BLMoS2 (θ = 0
◦/60◦, for schematics SI [33] sec.C). As discussed
above, due to mode mixing these eigenvectors can be composed of several normal modes of
the MSL. Any non-degenerate eigenmode involving relative displacements of the layers of
the MSL should appear as a distinct peak in the power spectra of the mVACF. In order to
compare with finite T results we also project the eigenmodes of MSL onto the BLMoS2 SM
and LBM eigenvectors, p = |〈eˆMSL|eˆBL〉|2 at T = 0 K (Fig.2c, see SI sec G for θ → 60◦).
We can categorize the θ dependence of the low frequency modes into three regions. Re-
gion(I) : For large twists (7◦ . θ . 53◦), the absence of any extended high-symmetry
stackings leads to nearly uniform interlayer coupling. Therefore, we find an averaged LBM
and exceedingly small SM frequencies (0-2 cm−1, “ultra-soft”). In this region, the LBM
frequency decreases monotonically as θ → 7◦/53◦ from larger twists (SI[33], sec G). The
change in LBM frequencies (by ∼ 1.5 cm−1) can be used to reliably infer large θ. The
projections pLBM > 0.9, pSM > 0.9 (Fig.2d,2e) indicate the nature of vibrations of SM and
LBMs remain similar to that of BLMoS2 i.e. small mode mixing. Region(II) : For moderate
twists (3◦ . θ . 7◦, 53◦ . θ . 57◦), high-symmetry stackings, and domain walls occupy
comparable area-fraction of the MSL. This region represents the transition from completely
mismatched lattice to highly ordered stable stacking regions separated by domain walls.
One key feature of the modes in this region is significant variation in the LBM frequen-
cies and the existence of multiple LBMs. These are consequences of greater mode mixing.
For instance, pLBM when θ = 6◦ (54◦) turns out to be 0.83 (0.82), indicating significant
mixing with in-plane modes (SI[33]sec.E for the exact LBM eigenvectors). The ultra-soft
SMs are also present in this region. However, new high-frequency SMs start to emerge as θ
approaches 3◦/57◦ with pSM ∼ 0.1. Region(III):(θ . 3◦, θ & 57◦) Due to the overwhelming
growth of the stable stacking regions (Fig.1), the computed LBM frequencies are identical
to those of the most stable stacking (Fig.2c,2d,2e) (SI[33], sec.E). Remarkably, new high
frequency shear modes appear at finite frequencies (∼ 22 − 28 cm−1) energetically similar
to the stable stacking. Also, as θ changes from 0◦ → 3◦ or 60◦ → 57◦ these modes blueshift.
The apparent stiffening is purely because of mode mixing, as we explain below. However,
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ultra-soft SMs still persist at any finite twist (θ 6= 0◦/60◦). The maximum variation in the
SM and LBM frequencies (∼ 8 cm−1 and ∼ 10 cm−1) are comparable to those observed
in Raman studies (∼ 8 and 6.7 cm−1, respectively [17]). Such large variations of low fre-
quency modes, appearance of multiple LBMs can be useful for characterization of interfacial
properties, which is important for opto-electronic applications of TMDs.
To gain more insight into the ultra-soft and high-frequency SMs, we show the exact
eigenvectors (Fig.3) corresponding to these vibrations. For large θ (Reg.(I)), ultra-soft SMs
originate from uniform relative displacement of the layers (Fig.3g,3h). As shown in Fig.3a,3b
when θ → 0◦ (→ 60◦), these modes start to localize on AA and domain wall regions,
(BS/S and domain wall). On the contrary, high-frequency SMs primarily originate from the
relative displacement of stable stacking regions (Fig.3c,3d). Interestingly, the saddle point
nature of the domain walls is evident from the in-plane displacement of the eigenvectors.
For the ultra-soft modes the eigenvectors are parallel to the domain walls connecting AA
stacking (Fig.3a,3b), and for high frequency modes perpendicular to domain walls connecting
BMo/S, BS/Mo (Fig.3c,3d). The absence of high frequency SMs in regions I and II also suggest
that incommensurability may not be a necessary condition for superlubricity [12, 13, 35, 36].
When trying to shear BLMoS2 which is unit cell commensurate, all unit cells have to cross the
interlayer-sliding barrier simultaneously. This leads to larger SM frequencies and friction. In
the case of tBLMoS2 ( periodic at larger scale) unit cells have to cross a variable interlayer-
sliding barrier while shearing. In effect, this drastically reduces SM frequencies and hence
friction as well. However, the reappearance of high frequency SM implies a transition from
superlubric nature to strong pinning. A large barrier starts to develop against shearing when
θ → 0◦/60◦ due to significant growth of stable stacking, leading to pinning ( SI [33], sec. D).
Interestingly, similar behavior has also been realized in systems like colloidal monolayers in
optical lattices [37, 38], and physisorbed sub-monolayers on crystal surfaces[39].
The optical nature of the ultra-soft SMs is clearly reflected in the dispersion relation
(dω/dq ≈ 0, for small q) unlike the acoustic modes (Fig.4, small negative values at Γ
(. −0.2 cm−1) are within numerical accuracies of our calculation). As is well known, the
in-plane acoustic modes (LA, TA) originate due to translational symmetry breaking, and
correspond to slowly spatially varying global translation of the MSL. On the other hand, the
ultra-soft modes represent an effective translation of the MSL by local relative displacements
of the atoms in the constituent layers (see the attached movie[40]). We also note that,
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FIG. 4: Dispersion of the low frequency modes for several θ. The x axis represents
momentum, in units of 4pi√
3 aMSL
. The LA, TA and ZA (ultra-soft shear) modes are
highlighted with blue (red-dashed) lines. Insets show zoomed in dispersion for q < 0.005
with ω < 0.4 cm−1.
.
as θ → 0◦/60◦, dω/dq (at large q) changes significantly from the acoustic modes (Fig.4).
Furthermore, the slope at large q becomes identical for both the ultra-soft SMs. All these
observations are crucial as the ultra-soft modes can play an important role in explaining
strange metal behavior and superconductivity in tBLG[41–43]. Low temperature lattice
specific heat, Cv, can be a good indicator of the existence of ultra-soft modes in tBLMoS2.
We find that Cv of twisted structures differs from that of BLMoS2 significantly at low T
(<200 K)(SI[33], sec H). Our predictions are also consistent with that of the one-dimensional
Frenkel-Kontorova model, where a linear chain of atoms is subjected to an external periodic
potential. In this model, the incommensurate phase possesses a gapless mode (phason) with
linear dispersion due to invariance of the phases of two mass density waves under uniform
relative displacement. When a commensurate phase is approached, the phason becomes
gapped[44]. Since we simulate only commensurate angles, the phasons are always gapped
(although ultra-soft). Even in the commensurate case, the nature of vibrations of ultra-soft
modes (uniform at large θ and non-unifrom at small θ) indicate the possibility of having
pinned phasons (Aubry-like transition) in the small twist incommensurate structures [44–46].
In conclusion, in this paper we have shown that the low frequency modes are extremely
sensitive to twist in tBLMoS2 and can be used as a probe to determine twist angle. Twisting
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one layer with respect to another in bilayers of 2D materials leads to the presence of multiple
types of stacking in the MSL with different binding energies and stability. The combination
of strong in-plane stiffness and weak variable interlayer coupling of twisted structures should
produce similar behavior of low frequency vibrational modes in any 2D material. The
presence of ultra-soft modes can influence transport properties [9, 41, 47, 48]. SMs can also
provide a simple explanation for the striking movement of domain walls at high T previously
seen in tBLG[1]. However, the nature of these movements can be different when θ →
0◦ and→ 60◦ for tBLMoS2, due to the distinct structure of the domain walls (Fig.1). Also,
other 2D materials with sub-lattice symmetry breaking (e.g. hBN[49]) should exhibit distinct
structural relaxation as θ → 0◦, → 60◦, which can be probed using electron microscopy,
infrared nano-imaging[2, 3].
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION (SI)
A : TWISTED TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDE (TMD)
(a) θ = 2.9◦ (b) θ = 57.1◦
(c) AA (d) BM/X (e) BX/M (f) AB (g) BM/M (h) BX/X
FIG. S1: Relaxed twisted bilayer TMD and the coexistence of different high-symmetry
stacking regions. For θ = 2.9◦ (57.1◦) rotation, different symmentry stacking regions are
marked with solid (dashed) circles (The twist angles reported here are rounded to first
decimal place, for instance : 2.875◦ → 2.9◦). Metal (M) atoms of bottom (top) layer are
depicted as large (small) in size and with faded (dark) red color. Similary, we use blue
color for chalcogen (X) atoms. For BLMoS2, M : Mo and X : S. For θ = 2.9
◦
, we can
identify two unique high-symmetry stacking regions : (i) AA, where M, X of top layer are
directly above M, X of bottom layer, respectively, (ii) BM/X, indicating Bernal (B) stacking
with M of top layer directly above X of bottom layer. Another possible high-symmetry
stacking BX/M is equivalent to BM/X and hence, not unique. For θ = 57.1
◦
, we find three
unique high-symmetry stacking regions : (i) AB, where M, X of top layer are directly
above X, M of bottom layer, respectively, (ii) BM/M and (iii) BX/X. The triangular MSL is
marked by black solid lines. In our discussions of phonon eigenvectors the positioning of
different stackings in the MSL will be assumed the way it has been represnted here.
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B : STABILITY OF HIGH-SYMMETRY STACKING
TABLE I: Calculated SM and LBM frequencies for all possible unique high-symmetry
stackings. BX/X and AA are unstable and have imaginary SM frequencies. Clearly, the low
frequency modes are extremely sensitive to stacking.
Material LBM (cm−1) SM (cm−1)
BLMX2 B
X/X BM/M AB AA BM/X BX/X BM/M AB AA BM/X
BLMoS2 36.3 41 43.5 36.5 44.1 - 19.6 22.2 - 21
BLMoSe2 27.1 30.7 32 27.1 31.4 - 16.4 21.6 - 18.9
BLWS2 27.7 31.1 32.8 27.7 31.9 - 17.3 20.7 - 17.5
BLWSe2 23.6 26.4 27.9 23.6 27.1 - 16.4 18.5 - 16.1
(a) θ = 0◦ (b) θ = 60◦
FIG. S2: Relative stability of MoS2 while sliding along x axis for θ = 0
◦ and θ = 60◦. The
sliding is performed starting from the relaxed interlayer separation of BMo/S (θ = 0◦), AB
(θ = 60◦) without further optimizing the interlayer separation.
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C : KC/Z VS. KC/FULL IMPLEMENTATION IN LAMMPS
The intralayer and interlayer interactions of the MSL are captured with Stillinger-Weber
(SW) and Kolmogorov-Crespi (KC) [21] potentials with KC/z implementation, respectively.
While computing the vibrational spectra for a MSL we use 3 atom basis SW [29] potential.
For the superlattice calculations we use 12 atom basis SW[29] potential. This is purely due
to the way SW potential has been parametrized[29] for easier implementation in LAMMPS
and does not affect any of our results. The interlayer KC potential consists of two types of in-
teraction : (i) nearest neighbor interlayer X−X coupling, and (ii) nearest neighbor interlayer
M − X coupling [21], where M denotes metal and X denotes chalcogen atoms. We should
point out, any set of parameters (M-M, M-X, M-M-X [21]) should produce similar results
as presented here. The normals in the KC/z implementation[51] of LAMMPS are always
chosen to be global z direction. However, it is evident from our results, that the constituent
layers of the MSL can have significant out-of-plane buckling. Hence, one might expect the
assumption of normals along z direction can affect the results (relaxation, dynamics, SM and
LBM). For our simulations, the largest out-of-plane buckling occurs as θ → 0◦/60◦. In the
following, we show that the effects (using modified KC/full vs. KC/z) can be neglected for
all the results presented in the main text (for details of KC/full implementation, calculation
of local normals see [21]). Also, for the relaxation and finite temperature calculations the
superlattice contains 32 MSL with intralayer interaction captured by SW potential [29].
(i) The Normals Distribution
We compute the normals (Figure S3) of the relaxed structure of MoS2 MSL, obtained
using both KC/z and KC/full implementation. Each constituent layer of twisted MSL
contains one metal atom (Mo) layer sandwiched between two chalcogen (S) atom layers.
The Mo atoms form a triangular lattice with six nearest neighbors. The normals computed
for each Mo atom are averaged by taking into account six nearest neighboring Mo atoms.
It is clear from the Figure S3 that, assigning a global normal direction (z =⇒ φ = 0◦) is a
very good approximation (For more details see [21]).
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(a) KC/z (b) KC/z
(c) KC/full (d) KC/full
FIG. S3: The normals distribution with respect to z axis (φ denotes the angle between
local normal and global z axis) for the smallest twist angle, where the out-of plane buckling
is maximum. The distribution is shown only for Mo atoms of the constituent bottom layer
of MoS2 MSL. Both KC/z and KC/full produces similar normal distributions.
(ii) ILS landscape of relaxed superlattice
The ILS landscape clearly indicates that, the difference between KC/z (presented in
the main text) and KC/full (Fig.S5) can be neglected due to large bending stiffness [15].
Strikingly, the limits of the colorbar are very similar for MoS2 and WS2 (MoSe2 and WSe2).
This implies that, nearest neighbor X-X (chalcogen-chalcogen) atom interactions primarily
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(a) MoSe2 (b) MoSe2
(c) WS2 (d) WS2
(e) WSe2 (f) WSe2
FIG. S4: Evolution of the interlayer separation (ILS) landscape with twisting for MoSe2,
WS2, WSe2 using KC/z implementation. When θ → 0◦/60◦ the most stable stacking
regions grow overwhelmingly and occupy large area fraction of the superlattice. The
colorbar shows the ILS limits. Qualitatively, all the twisted TMD bilayers show similar
relaxed ILS landscape.
(a) MoS2 (b) MoS2
FIG. S5: Evolution of interlayer separation (ILS) landscape with twisting MoS2 using
KC/full implementation.
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controls ILS scale.
(iii) Forces : KC/z vs KC/full
We calculate forces on each atom of an unrelaxed buckled structure (θ = 58.99◦) using
both KC/z and KC/full. We find the z-component of forces are different by ≥ 5% for a very
small fraction of atoms (∼ 1%).
(iv) Frequencies : KC/z vs KC/full
We find, the SM and LBM frequencies remain unchanged for all the high-symmetry
stacking (maximum variation ∼ 0.2 cm−1). At finite temperature, for KC/full even though
out-of-plane buckling can be greater due to thermal fluctuations, the computed frequencies
remain unaltered (falls within the resolution used to compute power spectra). At T = 0 K
for θ = 1.9◦, the frequencies from KC/z and KC/full are also in agreement with each other.
Hence, we have used computationally cheaper KC/z to obtain all the reported results (in
the main text).
D : MODE PROJECTED VELOCITY AUTO-CORRELATION FUNCTION (MVACF)
The time averaged mVACF at momentum ~q and polarization s is defined as[31] :
〈V~q,s(0)V ∗~q,s(t)〉 = lim
τ→∞
1
τ
∫ ∞
0
V~q,s(t
′)V ∗~q,s(t+ t
′)dt′ (1)
, with
V~q,s(t) =
Nt∑
j=1
~vj~q(t).eˆ
j
~q,s (2)
, where j denotes the atom type in the unit cell, and eˆ~q,s denotes the eigenvector. The mass
weighted momentum projected velocities are defined as,
~vj~q(t) =
√
mj
∑
k
e−i~q.~rjk(t)~vk (3)
, where ~rjk are the atomic coordinates, k denote atoms belonging to particle type j and
mj denotes atomic mass. We equilibrate the system in a NVT ensemble for ∼ 150 − 300
ps at T = 300 K. The power spectra of the mVACF projects the full phonon spectra to a
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(a) SM (b) LBM
FIG. S6: Schematics of Raman active low frequency shear (SM), layer breathing mode
(LBM) of bilayer TMDs. Red (Blue) colored circles represent metal (chalcogen) atoms.
particular branch for any ~q. Typically, we dump velocities of all atoms in the production
run (480 ps, in NV E ensemble) every 20 timesteps (1 timestep = 1 fs). For computational
efficieny, the 480 ps tracjectory is divided into 6 parts, each containing 80 ps worth run
(80 ps =⇒ 4000 snapshots). To compute the mVACF, we follow previous work [32] using
the definition of unbiased estimator. Next, we have a sequence for 〈V~q,s(0)V ∗~q,s(t)〉 with
tmax = 2000 ∗ 0.02 ps. Finally, we use FFT to compute the power spectra.
Instead of computing the mVACF for each eigenmodes in MSL, we use BLMoS2 SM and
LBM eigenvectors to compute the mVACF of the superlattice. In the main text, we already
pointed out the advantage of such an approach : Any non-degenerate eigenmode involving
relative displacements of layers should appear as a distinct peak in our low frequency modes
calculations. To show this, we calculate the power spectrum of the velocity autocorrelation
function of the Mo atoms of the top MoS2 layer for AB stacking. These Mo atoms have finite
projections onto 12 exact eigenvectors of the BLMoS2 ( out of 3 × 6 = 18 modes, leaving
only the eigenvectors that involve purely S atoms). Hence, we expect 12 distinct peaks in
the power spectra, if they are non-degenerate and separable at the resolution we use (0.83
cm−1).
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(a) BLMoS2(AB stacking)
FIG. S7: The power spectrum of the Mo atoms of the top MoS2 layer. The power
spectrum picks out all the non-degenerate eigenfrequencies as distinct peaks. Instead of 12
distinct peaks we find 6 distinct peaks (some are degenrate and some can’t be captured as
separate peaks within the mentioned resolution). The symmetry assignment is chosen from
bulk 2H−MoS2.
D : DEVELOPMENT OF SHEARING BARRIER AS θ → 0◦/60◦
(a) (b)
FIG. S8: Development of barrier against shearing as θ → 0◦/60◦. After relaxation of the
twisted structure we slide the top MoS2 layer along the X axis and calculate the total
energy without further relaxation.
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E : EXACT LBM EIGENVECTOS AT SEVERAL TWISTS
FIG. S9: Exact normalized eigenvectors with the largest projection on bilayer LBM
(largest pLBM), as θ → 0◦. (S9a,S9c, S9e) : eigenvectors for bottom Mo layer for
θ = 6◦, 2.9◦, 1.5◦, respectively; (S9b,S9d, S9f) : eigenvectors for top Mo layer for
θ = 6◦, 2.9◦, 1.5◦, respectively; The arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the
in-plane displacement (with the associated colorbar). The out-of-plane displacement is
shown as a field (colored, with associated colorbar).
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FIG. S10: Exact normalized eigenvectors with the largest projection on bilayer LBM (
largest pLBM), as θ → 60◦. (S10a,S10c, S10e) : eigenvectors for bottom Mo layer for
θ = 54◦, 57.1◦, 58.5◦, respectively; (S10b,S10d, S10f) : eigenvectors for top Mo layer for
θ = 54◦, 57.1◦, 58.5◦, respectively; The arrows indicate direction and magnitude of in-plane
displacement (with the associated colorbar). The out-of-plane displacement is shown as a
field (colored, with associated colorbar).
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F : ULTRA-SOFT AND HIGH-FREQUENCY SM AS θ → 60◦
FIG. S11: Exact normalized eigenvectors corresponding to ultra-soft SM as θ → 60◦.
(S11a,S11c, S11e) : eigenvectors for bottom Mo layer for θ = 55◦, 58.1◦, respectively;
(S11b,S11d, S11f) : eigenvectors for top Mo layer for θ = 55◦, 58.1◦, respectively; The
arrows indicate direction and magnitude of in-plane displacement (with the associated
colorbar). The out-of-plane displacement is shown as a field (colored, with associated
colorbar). For θ = 58.1◦, only one ultrasoft SM is shown (e,f).
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FIG. S12: Exact normalized eigenvectors for high frequency SMs, as θ → 60◦. (S12a,S12c)
: eigenvectors for bottom Mo layer for 58.1◦; (S12b,S12d) : eigenvectors for top Mo layer
for 58.1◦; The arrows indicate direction and magnitude of in-plane displacement (with the
associated colorbar). The out-of-plane displacement is shown as a field (colored, with
associated colorbar).
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G : SM AND LBM FOR SEVERAL TWIST ANGLE
FIG. S13: Low frequency vibrational modes evolution as θ → 60◦ using mVACF and
PHONOPY. SM:green, LBM:black, shown with vertical lines where the amplitude
represents pSM, pLBM at T = 0 K; mVACF spectrum at T = 300 K (typically, lorentzian)
where the maximum amplitude has been normalized to unity. A reference black dashed
line (at 0 cm−1) is also shown for comparison. The SM and LBM for θ = 59◦ are only
computed at T = 300 K using mVACF.
FIG. S14: In the main text, we categorize the twist angle dependence of SM and LBM
frequencies. Here, we show the variation of LBM of Region (I) as θ → 0◦. Monotonic
decrement of LBM can be a reliable indicator to infer large twist angles.
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H : DENSITY OF STATES (DOS) AND LATTICE SPECIFIC HEAT (Cv)
FIG. S15: Twist angle dependence of density of states and difference in specific heat (in
units of J/mol/K) of twisted structures with respect to BLMoS2 (untwisted). Clearly, there
are singnificant changes in δCv. Corresponding single layer MoS2 values also are shown.
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